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There are many examples of good team
work between school and home parents;
we genuinely recognise your vital role in
teaching your children a good set of moral
values and expectations.

Working Together
Attendance
Homework
Apologies

There are, however, a few behaviours
which we need to rectify, with your full
support. I have listed them below:
1)

2)

We look forward to a great turn out for our Family Mass on Sunday 9th February
at 9.30am.
We especially look forward to a full turnout from Y3, as it is their Mass of
Commitment, in preparation for their Holy Communion and Sacrament of Reconciliation. If they cannot attend, they will need to make this commitment at another Mass, and liaise with Fr Craig directly.
3)

And Finally, finally…. We welcome Mrs Anderson onto our board of Governors,
this week. She will be our new foundation Governor, replacing Mr Brennan.
Welcome back to her – she will be a great attribute, I am sure.
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Upcoming events

Proposed play equipment for KS1/2

As from Monday 4th February, no pencil cases will be allowed into class, from
R-Y5. Children can have their cases in
their lockers, but only when teachers
allow them, will they be able to bring
them into class. The same applies to
note books etc. Please ensure that
Thanks to the many parents who completely follow
children empty unnecessary equipthe Government expectations to ensure that their
ment from their school bags in readichild is in school, as part of their parental responsiness for Monday. Many thanks.
bilities. Your child, in almost all cases will have better
Children who are dismissed from
friendships, better resilience and a better chance
school at 3.15pm will not be allowed
with their education
back into the building to “get” things.
They will need to wait until all children An up to date Attendance Policy for all parents’ information is available on the website, under “Useful
have been dismissed and will then
need to be accompanied by a member Information”. It outlines the reasons behind school
decisions, in line with Government expectations.
of staff, as part of our safeguarding
practices. This wastes staff time .
Can I just remind all parents that it is also a limiting
Please be quite definite with your child judgment in Ofsted terms; if you are choosing to
and expect them to bring all of their
flout rules, that has an effect on the Ofsted judgebelongings out with them. Independments for the school. For that reason, I am sure you
ence is an essential life skill which
will respect my insistence on your child being at
some are just not trying with.
school when they are well enough.
If your child’s clothing is not labelled,
Next week, I will table the current attendances for
then unfortunately, clothing cannot be your reference.
returned to you. Independent dressing
is an Early Year's objective; some children in Y1-Y5 are just not trying.
Please chat with your child about losing
their clothing; please label everything,
also. Thank you, once again.

Huge thanks to the very large majority of parents
who take their parental responsibility seriously,
regarding homework and research.
Some of the talk for writing, wider learning project
research and self driven learning, here at St Mary’s
is outstanding. These lucky children develop in self
belief and confidence and challenge themselves
more and more. They go on to be successful at
secondary school and to be fulfilled in life.
Where parents are not giving regular time to support expectations in homework – ranging from a
drive in Y2 to really improve handwriting, to a
drive in Y4 to improve tables, children will lag behind. This then impacts on their happiness, their
wellbeing and on their feeling of self worth.
Parents, simply, please give your child the time
they deserve to build those early skills of discipline
and routine. Expect them to complete their homework properly and challenge them when they do
not. Do not believe, “ we don’t get homework” and
please do not be “ too busy” to help.
Many thanks in anticipation.

Apologies to Y2 parents; your Y2 prayer service was misprinted on last week’s letter. It is
correct this week… I promise!
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